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Abstract
For a given regular Sturm–Liouville equation and any natural number n, we explicitly describe the level surfaces of the nth
eigenvalue of the equation, regarded as a function on the space of self-adjoint boundary conditions. The description of each level
surface uses only a particular value of the transfer matrix of the equation. The shapes of these surfaces are also determined.
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0. Introduction
This paper is a continuation of [4,2].We continue to study spectral problems associatedwith a regular Sturm–Liouville
equation (SLE), i.e.,
−(py′)′ + qy = wy on (a, b), (0.1)
where  ∈ C is the so-called spectral parameter,
−∞a <b + ∞, 1/p, q, w : (a, b) → R are Lebesgue integrable. (0.2)
In this paper, we consider the classical and most studied case, i.e., the case where
p,w> 0 a.e. on (a, b). (0.3)
In this case, it is well-known that the spectrum of the Sturm–Liouville problem (SLP) consisting of (0.1) and any
self-adjoint boundary condition (BC) solely contains real eigenvalues, and these eigenvalues can be ordered to form
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a non-decreasing sequence
0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (0.4)
approaching +∞ so that the number of times an eigenvalue appears in the sequence is equal to its (geometric)
multiplicity. Therefore, for each n ∈ N0 := {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}, n is a real-valued function on the space BC of all self-
adjoint BCs. The range Rn of n : BC → R has been determined in [3]. It is then natural to ask: what are the level
hypersurfaces of n in BC? Here, for each  ∈ Rn, by the -level hypersurface LCn, of n we mean the set of all
self-adjoint BCs having  as their (n + 1)th eigenvalue (i.e., at which n = ). The purpose of this paper is to give
an explicit description of all these level hypersurfaces, see Theorems 2.2, 3.2 and 4.22. This description ofLCn, only
uses the value at =  of the transfer matrix (of the matrix form) of (0.1) and the position of  on the real line relative
to the Dirichlet eigenvalues. The shapes of these hypersurfaces are also determined, see Remark 2.17 and Theorems
3.44 and 4.55. It turns out that except for two choices of  ∈ Rn if n1 and one choice if n = 0, LCn, is a cone.
Moreover, when n1, for one of the two exceptional choices, the level hypersurface has a very interesting shape (see,
for example, the half-opened collapsed torus in Fig. 5).
In [7], Xu et al. characterized LC0, when  = D0 , the lowest Dirichlet eigenvalue. Their method depends on the
multi-interval theory of boundary value problems and the theory of maximal accretive operators in Hilbert spaces,
among other things. Our method is completely different and does not use operator theory, and we obtain an explicit
description ofLCn, for each n ∈ N0 and every  ∈ R.
To explain the main ideas of our approach, let  ∈ Rn. Then,LCn, of n is contained in the setSC of all self-adjoint
BCs having  as an eigenvalue. On the boundary ofLCn, in SC , with the possible exception of the only BC with 
as a double eigenvalue, n is discontinuous. The setSC and the discontinuity set JC of n have been determined in
[4,3], respectively. So, our work is to detect which connected components ofSC \JC are inLCn, and which part of
JC is also inLCn,. This is achieved by using some monotonicity and continuity/discontinuity results about n.
The ideas described above are developed from those of [2], in which we determined the set of all self-adjoint BCs
such that 0 is positive and the set of all self-adjoint BCs at which 0 equals D0 (i.e., the D0 -level hypersurface of 0).
See [2, Theorem 4.1 Part(i) and Corollary 4.5].
The space of self-adjoint realizations of the differential equation (0.1) is parameterized by the unitary matrices
in dimension 2 and hence has dimension 3, see [6]; however, the space of all self-adjoint BCs has dimension 4,
see [4, Theorem 3.11]. Thus, generically, a self-adjoint realization is represented by a 1-parameter family of self-
adjoint BCs, and it is an interesting problem to determine this family for each realization. Since all BCs in this family
share the same spectrum, they belong to the same level surface of n for each n. Thus, we anticipate that the results of
this paper will shed some light on the settlement of the above fundamental problem.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 1, we introduce our notation and recall some basic results. To
better illustrate the main ideas of our approach and prepare for dealing with general self-adjoint BCs, we ﬁrst single
out in Section 2 the level curves of n as a function on the space of separated self-adjoint BCs. Section 3 is devoted
to determining the level surfaces of n as a function on the space of real self-adjoint BCs, while Section 4 contains
the general case, i.e., deals with the level hypersurfaces of n as a function on the space of all self-adjoint BCs, and
includes some examples.
1. Notation and basic results
In this section, in addition to deﬁning our notation, we review the transfer matrix of (0.1) and the space of self-adjoint
BCs, summarize some facts about the eigenvalues of (0.1), and recall the set of self-adjoint BCs having a given real
number as an eigenvalue.
Set R∗ = R\{0}. For F = R or C and any m, n ∈ N, we use Mm,n(F ) to denote the vector space of m by n matrices
with entries in F, and M∗m,n(F ) its open subset consisting of the elements with the maximum rank min{m, n}. Let
GL(2,C) be the Lie group of invertible complex matrices in dimension 2 and SL(2,R) its subgroup consisting of the
real elements having determinant 1. When a capital Latin or Greek letter stands for a matrix, the entries of the matrix
will always be denoted by the corresponding lower case letter with two subindices.
As noted in [2], all solutions y of (0.1) and their quasi-derivatives py′ have ﬁnite limits at both a and b, even
when a = −∞ or b = +∞. For every  ∈ C, let 11(·, ) and 12(·, ) be the solutions of (0.1) determined by the
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initial conditions
11(a, ) = 1, (p′11)(a, ) = 0, 12(a, ) = 0, (p′12)(a, ) = 1. (1.1)
Then, they form a fundamental set of solutions for (0.1). We will denote p′11 and p′12 by 21 and 22, respecti-
vely. Set
(t, ) =
(
11(t, ) 12(t, )
21(t, ) 22(t, )
)
, t ∈ [a, b],  ∈ C. (1.2)
Then, (t, ) satisﬁes the matrix form of (0.1), i.e.,
′(t, ) =
( 0 1/p(t)
q(t) − w(t) 0
)
(t, ) on (a, b), (1.3)
and (a, ·) = I . We call  the transfer matrix of (0.1). Note that (t, ) ∈ SL(2,R) for t ∈ [a, b] and  ∈ R. For any
fundamental solution (i.e., non-singular solution)  of (1.3), we have that (t, ) = (t, )(a, ) for all t ∈ [a, b]
and  ∈ C, and hence (b, )(a, )−1 = (b, ). Therefore, all fundamental solutions of the matrix form (1.3) of
(0.1) share a common change in value on (a, b), and the common change is (b, ).
Following [4], we will take the quotient space
GL(2,C)\M∗2,4(C) = {{(TA|TB); T ∈ GL(2,C)}; (A|B) ∈ M∗2,4(C)} (1.4)
as the space of BCs, i.e., each BC is an equivalence class of coefﬁcient matrices (with the elements of GL(2,C)
multiplying from the left) of linear systems
(A|B)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
y(a)
(py′)(a)
y(b)
(py′)(b)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠= 0 (1.5)
such that rank(A|B) = 2, and the BC represented by the linear system (1.5) will be denoted by [A|B]. Note here that
square brackets, not parentheses, are used. Usual bold faced capital Latin letters, such as A, will also be used for BCs.
We will always denote the Dirichlet BC by D.
A BC [A|B] is said to be self-adjoint if
A
( 0 1
−1 0
)
A∗ = B
( 0 1
−1 0
)
B∗, (1.6)
where A∗ is the complex conjugate transpose of A.
For any  ∈ [0, ) and 	 ∈ (0, ], let
S,	 =
[
cos  − sin  0 0
0 0 cos 	 − sin 	
]
. (1.7)
Then, the spaceT of separated self-adjoint BCs consists of these S,	’s and is topologically a torus. Moreover, S,	
can be deﬁned for any , 	 ∈ R, and sometimes normalizations of the ranges of  and 	 different from the ones given
just before (1.7) will be used later.
Direct calculations using (1.6) yield that the space BR of real self-adjoint BCs consists of the separated real BCs
and the coupled real BCs of the form [K| − I ] with K ∈ SL(2,R). By Theorem 3.9 in [4], BR is a connected and
compact analytic three-dimensional manifold.
By (1.6) again, a BC [A|B] is self-adjoint if and only if either it is a real self-adjoint BC or [A|B] = [ei
K| − I ]
with 
 ∈ (0, ) and K ∈ SL(2,R). By [4, Theorem 3.11], the space BC of all self-adjoint BCs is a connected and
compact analytic four-dimensional real manifold.
The Lie group SL(2,R) acts on each of T, BR and BC from the right (see [4, Section 3]), and the actions are
given by
[A|B]•K = [AK|B] ∀[A|B] ∈ BC, K ∈ SL(2,R). (1.8)
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By [4, Theorem 5.5] and the assumption w> 0 a.e. on (a, b), the algebraic and geometric multiplicities of any
eigenvalue for an arbitrary self-adjoint BC are equal. So, from now on, we will simply use the term multiplicity when
dealing with such eigenvalues.
The following result characterizes the self-adjoint BCs having a given real number as an eigenvalue of multiplicity
2. It is contained in [4, Theorem 4.1].
1.9. Theorem. Let  be a real number. Then, among all the self-adjoint BCs, [(b, )| − I ] is the unique one that has
 as an eigenvalue of multiplicity 2.
Set
C=
{[
cos  − sin  0 0
0 0 cos  − sin 
]
;  ∈ R/(Z)
}
. (1.10)
It is the diagonal circle inT. For , ,  ∈ R, let h(, ) =
√
2 − sin2 ,
K(, ) =
(1 +  cos   sin + 
 sin −  1 −  cos 
)
, (1.11)
K+(, , ) =
(
cos + h(, ) cos  h(, ) sin + 
h(, ) sin −  cos − h(, ) cos 
)
, (1.12)
K−(, , ) =
(
cos − h(, ) cos  −h(, ) sin − 
−h(, ) sin +  cos + h(, ) cos 
)
. (1.13)
Then, for a given real number , we have the following characterization of the setSR of real self-adjoint BCs having
 as an eigenvalue and the setSC of all self-adjoint BCs having  as an eigenvalue (see [4, Section 4] for details):
SR =SR• (b, ) = {[A(b, )|B]; [A|B] ∈SR}, (1.14)
where
SR = {[A|B] ∈ BR; det(A + B) = 0}
= {[I | − I ]} ∪ {[K(, )| − I ];  ∈ R∗,  ∈ R/(2Z)} ∪ C; (1.15)
and
SC =SC• (b, ) = {[A(b, )|B]; [A|B] ∈SC}, (1.16)
where
SC = {[A|B] ∈ BC; det(A + B) = 0}
= {[I | − I ]} ∪
{
[eiK+(, , )| − I ];
> 0,  ∈ R/(2Z)
 ∈ [0, ), sin 
}
∪
{
[eiK−(, , )| − I ];
> 0,  ∈ R/(2Z)
 ∈ [0, ), sin 
}
∪ C. (1.17)
For every A ∈ BC and each n ∈ N0, let n(A) denote the (n+ 1)th eigenvalue of the SLP consisting of (0.1) and A.
We also use the abbreviation Dn = n(D). The following result is a direct consequence of [5, Lemma 1.1].
1.18. Lemma. The eigenvalues {Dn ; n ∈ N0} for the Dirichlet BC D are exactly the zeros of 12(b, ·).
The following results give the ranges of n onT, BR and BC. They follow from Theorem 4.1 and its proof in [3].
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1.19. Theorem. (i) The range of n on the space T of separated self-adjoint BCs is (−∞, Dn ] if n = 0 or 1, and
(Dn−2, Dn ] if n2.
(ii)For each n ∈ N0, the ranges of n on the spaceBR of real self-adjoint BCs and on the spaceBC of all self-adjoint
BCs are both the same as that onT.
The common range of n onT, BR and BC will be denoted by Rn. Finally, as a direct consequence of Theorem
1.19, we have the following results.
1.20. Corollary. If D0 , then  is an eigenvalue for some self-adjoint BCs, its index is either 0 or 1, and each of
these two choices is achieved at some self-adjoint BCs. If  ∈ (Dn−1, Dn ], where n ∈ N, then  is an eigenvalue for
some self-adjoint BCs, its index is either n or n+1, and each of these two choices is achieved at some self-adjoint BCs.
2. Level curves of separated self-adjoint BCs
In this section, for each number  in the range Rn of n, we determine the -level curve of n as a function on the
spaceT of separated self-adjoint BCs. In addition to the notation S,	 deﬁned in (1.7), we also use the abbreviation
C =
(
c11 c12
c21 c22
)
:= (b, ). (2.1)
2.2. Theorem. Fix an n ∈ N0 and let  ∈ Rn. Denote by 	0 the zero of c12 cos 	− c22 sin 	 on the interval (0, ], and
deﬁne a function f : (0, ] → [0, ) by
f (	) = arccot c11 cos 	− c21 sin 	−c12 cos 	+ c22 sin 	 . (2.3)
The -level curve LSn, of the function n : T → R can be characterized as follows: if either n = 0, or n1 and
> Dn−1, then
LSn, = {Sf (	),	; 	0	}; (2.4)
if n1 and Dn−1, then
LSn, = {Sf (	),	; 0< 	< 	0}. (2.5)
Note that in general, the function f and the constant 	0 depend on . Moreover, if 	0 = , then c12 = 0,  is thus an
eigenvalue for the Dirichlet BC by Lemma 1.18, and hence either = Dn or = Dn−1 (if n1). Note also that in (2.3)
and the rest of this paper, we take arccot ∞= 0. This is related to the normalization of the ranges of  and 	 just before
(1.7).
The proof of Theorem 2.2 requires the following results about the function n onT, which have been established
in [1].
2.6. Lemma. For any n ∈ N0, as a function of (, 	), n(S,	) is continuous on [0, ) × (0, ], strictly decreasing in
, and strictly increasing in 	.
Now, we are ready to establish Theorem 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. First, by assumption, Dn if n= 0 or 1, and Dn−2 < Dn if n2. SinceLSi, ⊆SR ∩T
for all i ∈ N0, from Corollary 1.20 we deduce that
SR ∩T=
{
LSn, ∪LSn+1, if n = 0, or n1 and > Dn−1,
LSn−1, ∪LSn, if n1 and Dn−1.
(2.7)
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Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume further that > Dn−1 when n1; while the remaining case can be
treated by replacing n with n − 1. By (1.14) and (1.15),
SR ∩T= C•C = {Sf (	),	; 0< 	}. (2.8)
Since det C = 1, we have that
d
d	
c11 cos 	− c21 sin 	
−c12 cos 	+ c22 sin 	 =
−1
(−c12 cos 	+ c22 sin 	)2
< 0, (2.9)
which together with the deﬁnition of 	0 imply that f is increasing on (	0, ), and f (	) → 0 as 	 → 	+0 . Thus, f is
continuous on both (0, 	0) and [	0, ]. For each i ∈ N0, i is simple onT, i (S,	) is a continuous function of (, 	)
on [0, ) × (0, ], and hence i (Sf (	),	) is continuous on both (0, 	0) and [	0, ]. So, if we let n1 ∈ {n, n + 1} be the
index satisfying n1(Sf (	0/2),	0/2) = , then there are numbers 	l ∈ [0, 	0/2) and 	r ∈ (	0/2, 	0] such that
n1(Sf (	),	) =  for 	 ∈ (	l , 	r ). (2.10)
Moreover,
n1(Sf (	l ),	l ) =  if 	l > 0, n1(Sf (	r ),	r ) =  if 	r < 	0. (2.11)
Thus, we can always enlarge (	l , 	r ) and keep (2.10) satisﬁed, until 	l = 0 and 	r = 	0. Hence,
n1(Sf (	),	) =  for 0< 	< 	0. (2.12)
Similarly, there is an n2 ∈ {n, n + 1} such that
n2(Sf (	),	) =  for 	0	. (2.13)
The strict monotonicity of each i (S,	) in  and 	 (see Lemma 2.6) implies that n1 = n2 and hence
n2 = n, i.e., n(Sf (	),	) =  for 	0	, (2.14)
n1 = n + 1, i.e., n+1(Sf (	),	) =  for 0< 	< 	0. (2.15)
Therefore, (2.4) and (2.5) are proved. 
2.16. Remark. From the above proof we also see the following:LSn, is always a simple smooth curve; it is closed
if either n = 0, or n1 and > Dn−1; and it is open if n1 and Dn−1, which is illustrated byLSn+1, in Fig. 1.
Moreover,LSn, is just a point if = Dn .
3. Level surfaces of real self-adjoint BCs
In this section, we determine the level surfaces of n as a function on the spaceBR of real self-adjoint BCs, using the
characterization of the level curves of n as a function on the spaceT of separated self-adjoint BCs given in Section 2.
Recall that for a ﬁxed  ∈ R, the constant matrix C is deﬁned in (2.1). We will also use the notation
A(, ) = [K(, )C| − I ] ∈ BR for ,  ∈ R (3.1)
with K(, ) given by (1.11).
3.2. Theorem. Fix an n ∈ N0 and let  ∈ Rn. Denote by 	0 the zero of c12 cos 	− c22 sin 	 on the interval (0, ], and
deﬁne a functionf : (0, ] → [0, )by (2.3).Set0=3/2−2	0,anddeﬁne a functiong : (−/2, 3/2] → R∪{∞}by
g() = −c12
c12 cos + c22(sin + 1) . (3.3)
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Fig. 1. Level curves onT.
The -level surfaceLRn, of the function n : BR → R can be characterized as follows: if = Dn , then
LRn, = {[C| − I ]} ∪
{
A
(
,−
2
)
; > 0
}
∪ {D}; (3.4)
if either n = 0 and < D0 , or n1 and Dn−1 < < Dn , then
LRn, = {[C| − I ]} ∪
{
A(, ); −

2
< < 0
0<  or <g()
}
∪ {Sf (	),	; 	0	}
∪
{
A(, ); 0
3
2
0< <g()
}
∪
{
A(g(), ); 0 < < 32
}
; (3.5)
if n1 and = Dn−1, then
LRn, = {[C| − I ]} ∪
{
A(, ); < 0,−
2
< 3
2
}
∪ {Sf (	),	; 0< 	< } ∪
{
A(, ); > 0,−
2
< <
3
2
}
; (3.6)
if n1 and < Dn−1, then
LRn, = {[C| − I ]} ∪
{
A(, ); −
2
0, >g()
}
∪
{
A(, ); 0 < <
3
2
< 0 or >g()
}
∪ {Sf (	),	; 0< 	< 	0}. (3.7)
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The proof of Theorem 3.2 requires some results about the discontinuities of n on BR. In order to describe these
discontinuities, we let
IR− =
{[1 a2 0 r
0 r −1 b2
]
; a2, b20, r ∈ R, a2b2r2
}
, (3.8)
IR+ =
{[1 a2 0 r
0 r −1 b2
]
; a2, b2 > 0, r ∈ R, a2b2 >r2
}
, (3.9)
IR0 =
{
A =
[1 a2 0 r
0 r −1 b2
]
; a2, r, b2 ∈ R, A /∈IR− ∪IR+
}
, (3.10)
JR = {[K| − I ]; K ∈ SL(2,R), k12 = 0}
∪
{[
a1 a2 0 0
0 0 b1 b2
]
∈ BR; a2b2 = 0
}
. (3.11)
The following results are from [3, Theorem 3.39].
3.12. Lemma. For each n ∈ N0, the function n on BR is continuous at every point of BR\JR, the restriction of n
toJR is continuous at every point ofJR other than the Dirichlet BC D, and the restriction of n toIR− is continuous
at D. Moreover,
lim
IR0 B→D
0(B) = −∞, lim
IR0 B→D
n(B) = n−1(D) for n ∈ N. (3.13)
3.14. Remark. The real jump setJR does not depend on the SLE (0.1). It is easy to verify that [A|B] ∈ BR is inJR
if and only if the (2,1)-entry in B tAc is 0, where B t is the transpose of B and Ac is the matrix of cofactors of A.
Now, we are ready to establish Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By arguments similar to those in the beginning part of the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can
assume further that > Dn−1 when n1, and then
SR =LRn, ∪LRn+1,. (3.15)
By (1.14) and (1.15), we have that
SR = {[C| − I ]} ∪
{
A(, );  ∈ R∗,−
2
<  3
2
}
∪ C•C, (3.16)
which, by Theorem 4.12 Part(ii) in [4], is diffeomorphic to a collapsed torus, i.e., a sphere with two distinct points
glued together to become its only singular point [C| − I ]. Moreover, by Theorem 1.9 and Corollary 1.20,
LRn, ∩LRn+1, = {[C| − I ]}. (3.17)
Assume that c12 = 0. Then, 0< 	0 < , and hence −/2< 0 < 3/2. From
− cos 
sin + 1 = − cot
(
4
+ 
2
)
= cot
(
3
4
− 
2
)
for − 
2
< <
3
2
(3.18)
and the deﬁnition of 	0 we see that 0 is the only zero of the denominator c12 cos  + c22(sin  + 1) of g(). Let
0 = arccot(−c11/c12) ∈ (0, ), then from Remark 3.14 and (3.16) we deduce that
SR ∩JR =
{
A(g(), ); −
2
< < 0 or 0 < <
3
2
}
∪ {S0,	0 ,S0,}. (3.19)
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As  approaches −/2 or 0 or 3/2, g() goes to ∞. So, by (4.44) and (4.45) in [4], we have that
lim
→−/2A(g(), ) = lim→3/2A(g(), ) = D•C = S0,, (3.20)
lim
→0
A(g(), ) = (S	0,	0)•C = S0,	0 . (3.21)
Thus,JR ∩SR is a simple circle on the cylinder
Y :=
{
A(, );  ∈ R∗,−
2
<  3
2
}
∪ C•C. (3.22)
Let > 0 be sufﬁciently small, then
g
(
− 
2
)
= −c12
c12(+ O(3)) + c22O(2) < 0. (3.23)
Hence,
g()< 0 for − 
2
< < 0, g()> 0 for 0 < <
3
2
. (3.24)
So, the two connected pieces of Y\JR are
YR :=
{
A(, ); −
2
< < 0, 0<  or <g()
}
∪ {Sf (	),	; 	0 < 	< }
∪
{
A(, ); 0 32 , 0< <g()
}
(3.25)
and
YL :=
{
A(, ); −
2
0, 0> >g()
}
∪ {Sf (	),	; 0< 	< 	0}
∪
{
A(, ); 0 < < 32 , < 0 or >g()
}
. (3.26)
(By Theorem 1.9, [C| − I ] is the only BC having  as a double eigenvalue.) Since [C| − I ] /∈Y, all i’s are simple on
Y when taking the value . Thus, by Theorem 2.2 and the continuity of all i’s on YR and YL, we have that
YR ∪ {S0,	0 ,S0,} ⊆LRn,, YL ⊆LRn+1,. (3.27)
By Lemma 3.12, all i’s are continuous onJR\{D} (Fig. 2). Since
SR ∩JR ∩T= {S0,	0 ,S0,} / D, (3.28)
we know that n is also continuous onSR ∩JR. Hence, from the simplicity of n onSR ∩JR ⊂ Y when n = 
and Theorem 2.2 (namely, S0,	0 ∈SR ∩JR) we deduce that
SR ∩JR ⊆LRn,. (3.29)
Combining (3.15), (3.17), (3.27) and (3.29) we obtain (3.5) and (3.7).
Assume that c12 = 0, then = Dn , and
SR ∩JR =
{
A
(
,
3
2
)
;  ∈ R
}
∪ {D}. (3.30)
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Fig. 2. The cylinderY when c12 = 0.
Fig. 3. The cylinderY when c12 = 0.
Thus, using the cylinder Y deﬁned by (3.22), we have that
Y\JR =
{
A(, );  ∈ R∗,−
2
< <
3
2
}
∪ {Sf (	),	; 0< 	< } (3.31)
is connected, and hence the continuity of n on Y\JR and the simplicity of n on Y when n =  imply that
YR\JR ⊆LRn,. (3.32)
Note that c11c22 = 1 and c11 = 0 (Fig. 3). When  is sufﬁciently large, let r = −1/(c21 − 2c11), then
A
(
,
3
2
)
=
[1 −c22r 0 r
0 r −1 −c11r
]
, (3.33)
−c22r ≈ c22−2c11 =
1
−2c211
< 0, (3.34)
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Fig. 4. How the circleSR ∩JR changes as c12 → 0.
−c11r ≈ c11−2c11 =
1
−2 < 0, (3.35)
(−c22r)(−c11r) = c11c22 · r2 = r2, (3.36)
and hence A(, 3/2) ∈ IR−. Since
lim
→+∞
r = lim
→+∞
(−c22r) = lim
→+∞
(−c11r) = 0, (3.37)
we have that A(, 3/2) −→ D in IR− as  → +∞. Hence, by Lemma 3.12, all i’s are continuous on{
A
(
,
3
2
)
; > 0
}
∪ {D}. (3.38)
Similarly, A(, 3/2) −→ D in IR0 as  → −∞, and hence
lim
→−∞
0
(
A
(
,
3
2
))
= −∞, lim
→−∞
i
(
A
(
,
3
2
))
= i−1(D) for i ∈ N. (3.39)
Thus, the simplicity of all i’s on Y when i =  implies that
A
(
,
3
2
)
∈LsRn, for > 0, A
(
,
3
2
)
∈LRn+1, for < 0. (3.40)
By (3.15), (3.17), (3.22) and (3.40), we have proved (3.4) and (3.6). 
We use Fig. 4 to indicate the limit procedure from the case where c12 = 0 to the case where c12 = 0.
In the following results about the shape of LRn,, by a closed cone (an open cone, respectively) we mean a ﬁnite
cone containing (not containing, respectively) its generating set, i.e., its bigger end, and by a half-opened collapsed
torus a collapsed torus with a smooth point and a simple open curve joining the point to the only singular point of the
collapsed torus taken off (i.e., an open cone with a point on its generating set added and glued to its vertex). See Fig. 5.
3.41. Theorem. Let n ∈ N0.
(i) If = Dn , thenLRn, is a simple smooth curve joining the Dirichlet BC D to the unique self-adjoint BC [C| − I ]
at which  is a double eigenvalue of (0.1).
(ii) If either n = 0 and < D0 , or n1 and Dn−1 < < Dn , thenLRn, is diffeomorphic to a closed cone.
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Fig. 5. A closed cone, a half-opened collapsed torus, and an open cone.
(iii) If n1 and = Dn−1, thenLRn, is diffeomorphic to a half-opened collapsed torus.
(iv) If n = 1 and < D0 , or n2 and Dn−2 < < Dn−1, thenLRn, is diffeomorphic to an open cone.
Proof. (i) The proof of this part is similar to that of [2, Theorem 5.21].
(ii)–(iv) As shown by the above graph, the claims of these parts are direct consequences of the above proof of
Theorem 3.2. 
4. Level hypersurfaces of self-adjoint BC
In this section, we determine the level hypersurfaces of n as a function on the spaceBC of all (complex) self-adjoint
BCs. Recall again that for a ﬁxed  ∈ R, the constant matrix C is deﬁned in (2.1). We will also use the notation
B±(, , ) = [eiK±(, , )C| − I ] ∈ BC for ,  ∈ R,  | sin | (4.1)
with K±(, , ) given by (1.12) and (1.13). As in Sections 2 and 3, 	0 denotes the zero of c12 cos 	− c22 sin 	 on the
interval (0, ].
Assume that c12 = 0, i.e.,  = {Di ; i ∈ N0}. For  ∈ R, deﬁne
l±() =
(sgn c12)
√
c212 + c222 ± c22 cos 
c12
. (4.2)
Then, l± > 0, l2±()sin2, and hence l±() | sin |. On the interval 0< < , the only root of l−() = sin  is
−0 := 	0, (4.3)
and the only root of l+() = sin  is
+0 := − 	0. (4.4)
For  ∈ (0, ) and  sin ,
(∓c12 cos − c22)2(c212 + c222)(2 − sin2 ) (4.5)
if and only if  l±(), and the equality holds if and only if = l±(). Moreover, when 0< <  and  = ±0 ,
∓c12 cos − c22√
(c212 + c222)(2 − sin2 )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=l±()
=
{1 if ± c12(− ±0 )> 0,
−1 if ± c12(− ±0 )< 0.
(4.6)
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Set
∗ = − 	0 −

2
sgn c12 ∈
(
−
2
,

2
)
∪
(

2
,
3
2
)
. (4.7)
For  ∈ (0, ) and > l±(), let
g±(, ) = arccos ∓c12 cos − c22√
(c212 + c222)(2 − sin2 )
, (4.8)
g±1 (, ) =
{
∗ − g±(, ) if c12 > 0,
∗ + g±(, ) if c12 < 0,
(4.9)
g±2 (, ) =
{
∗ + g±(, ) if c12 > 0,
∗ + 2− g±(, ) if c12 < 0.
(4.10)
We also let
1 = min{	0, − 	0}, 2 = max{	0, − 	0}. (4.11)
Note that 1 = 2 if and only if c22 = 0. We extend each g±i (, ) to = l±() so that it is continuous on
{(, ); 0< 1,  l±()}, {(, ); 2 < < ,  l±()} (4.12)
and, when c22 = 0, on
{(, ); 1 < 2,  l±()}. (4.13)
More precisely, when c12 > 0, we set
g−1 (l−(), ) =
{
∗ if 0< −0 ,
∗ −  if −0 < < ,
(4.14)
g−2 (l−(), ) =
{
∗ if 0< −0 ,
∗ +  if −0 < < ,
(4.15)
g+1 (l+(), ) =
{
∗ −  if 0< +0 ,
∗ if +0 < < ,
(4.16)
g+2 (l+(), ) =
{
∗ +  if 0< +0 ,
∗ if +0 < < ;
(4.17)
when c12 < 0, we set
g−1 (l−(), ) =
{
∗ +  if 0< −0 ,
∗ if −0 < < ,
(4.18)
g−2 (l−(), ) =
{
∗ +  if 0< −0 ,
∗ + 2 if −0 < < ,
(4.19)
g+1 (l+(), ) =
{
∗ if 0< +0 ,
∗ +  if +0 < < ,
(4.20)
g+2 (l+(), ) =
{
∗ + 2 if 0< +0 ,
∗ +  if +0 < < .
(4.21)
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Note that when = ±0 , the value of g±i (l±(), ) does not affect B±(l±(), g±i (l±(), ), ), since h(l±(), ) = 0 in
this case.
Now, we can give our characterization of the level hypersurfaces of n as a function on BC.
4.22. Theorem. Fix an n ∈ N0 and let  ∈ Rn.With 1, 2, l±, g±1 and g±2 given above, the -level hypersurfaceLCn,
of the function n : BC → R can be described as follows: if = Dn , then
LCn, =LRn,; (4.23)
if either n = 0 and < D0 , or n1 and Dn−1 < < Dn , then
LCn, =LRn, ∪
{
B±(, , );
0< < ,  l±()
g±1 (, )g
±
2 (, )
}
∪
{
B+(, , );
0< 1, 0< 2
sin < l+()
}
∪M
∪
{
B−(, , );
2 < < , 0< 2
sin < l−()
}
, (4.24)
where
M=
{
B±(, , );
1 < 2, 0< 2
sin < l±()
}
if c22
c12
> 0, (4.25)
andM= ∅ if c22/c120; if n1 and = Dn−1, then
LCn, =LRn, ∪ {B±(, , ); 0< 2, 0< < ,  sin }; (4.26)
if n1 and < Dn−1, then
LCn, =LRn, ∪
{
B±(, , );
0< < ,  l±()
g±2 (, )< <g
±
1 (, ) + 2
}
∪
{
B−(, , );
0< 1, 0< 2
sin < l−()
}
∪N
∪
{
B+(, , );
2 < < , 0< 2
sin < l+()
}
, (4.27)
whereN= ∅ if c22/c120, and
N=
{
B±(, , );
1 < 2, 0< 2
sin < l±()
}
if c22
c12
< 0. (4.28)
It is interesting to obtain a description of the level hypersurfaceLCn, simpler than the above one in Theorem 4.22.
The proof of Theorem 4.22 requires some knowledge about the continuity of n as a function on BC. In order to
describe the continuity, we set
JC = {[ei
K| − I ]; K ∈ SL(2,R), k12 = 0, 
 ∈ [0, )}
∪
{[
a1 a2 0 0
0 0 b1 b2
]
∈ BR; a2b2 = 0
}
. (4.29)
The following results are from [3, Theorem 3.73].
4.30. Lemma. For each n ∈ N0, the function n on BC is continuous at every point of BC\JC, the restriction of n
toJC is continuous at every point ofJC other than the Dirichlet BC D.
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4.31. Remark. The jump set JC does not depend on the SLE (0.1). It is easy to verify that [A|B] ∈ BC is in JC if
and only if the (2,1)-entry in B tAc is 0.
Now, we are ready to establish Theorem 4.22.
Proof of Theorem 4.22. By arguments similar to those in the beginning part of the proof of Theorem 3.2, we can
assume further that > Dn−1 when n1, and then we deduce that
SC =LCn, ∪LCn+1,, LCn, ∩LCn+1, = {[C| − I ]}. (4.32)
For each  ∈ (0, ), let
Z = {B±(, , );  sin , 0< 2} ∪ (C•C). (4.33)
Then, from the proof of Theorem 4.12 Part(iii) in [4] we know thatZ is a 2-sphere. By (1.16) and (1.17),
SC =SR ∪
⎛
⎝ ⋃
0<<
Z
⎞
⎠
. (4.34)
Moreover, since Z consists of either separated or non-real self-adjoint BCs only, each i is simple on Z. We will
also use the function f : (0, ] → [0, ) deﬁned by (2.3). By (2.8),
C•C = {Sf (	),	; 0< 	}. (4.35)
Assume that c12 = 0, then
	0 = arccot
c22
c12
∈ (0, ), 0 := arccot −c11
c12
∈ (0, ). (4.36)
Fix a  ∈ (0, ). By Remark 4.31, direct calculations give that
Z ∩JC = {B±(, g±i (, ), ); i ∈ {1, 2},  l±()} ∪ {S0,	0 ,S0,}. (4.37)
From
lim
→+∞
g±(, ) = arccos −c22√
c212 + c222
= +
(
∗ − 2
)
sgn c12 (4.38)
we see that
lim
→+∞
g±1 (, ) =

2
−  sgn c12 ≡ −2 mod 2, (4.39)
lim
→+∞
g±2 (, ) =
5
2
− 2	0 −  sgn c12
≡ 3
2
− 2	0 ∈
(
−
2
,
3
2
)
mod 2. (4.40)
Then, by (4.51) and (4.52) in [4],
lim
→+∞
B±(, g±1 (, ), ) = (S0,)•C = S0,, (4.41)
lim
→+∞
B±(, g±2 (, ), ) = (S	0,	0)•C = S0,	0 . (4.42)
Note also that for > l±(), 0<g±(, )< , and hence
B±(, g±1 (, ), ) = B±(, g±2 (, ), ). (4.43)
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Thus,Z ∩JC is a simple circle onZ, and henceZ\JC has exactly two connected components. By (4.52) in [4]
again and (3.18), one of these two components, to be called X, is
{B±(, , );  l±(), g±1 (, )< <g±2 (, )}
∪ {Sf (	),	; 	0 < 	< }
∪ {B+(, , ); 0< 2, sin < l+()} (4.44)
if 0< 1,
{B±(, , ); > l±(), g±1 (, )< <g±2 (, )} ∪ {Sf (	),	; 	0 < 	< } (4.45)
if c22/c12 < 0 and 1 < 2,
{B±(, , ); sin < l+(), 0< 2}
∪ {Sf (	),	; 	0 < 	< }
∪ {B±(, , );  l±(), g±1 (, )< <g±2 (, )} (4.46)
if c22/c12 > 0 and 1 < 2, and
{B−(, , ); sin < l−(), 0< 2}
∪ {Sf (	),	; 	0 < 	< }
∪ {B±(, , );  l±(), g±1 (, )< <g±2 (, )} (4.47)
if 2 < < . Thus, from the continuity of each i onZ\JC, the simplicity of each i onZ and the facts that
{Sf (	),	; 0< 	< 	0} ⊆ (Z\(JC ∪X)) ∩LCn+1,, (4.48)
{Sf (	),	; 	0 < 	< } ⊆ X ∩LCn, (4.49)
we deduce that
X ⊆LCn,, Z\(JC ∪X) ⊆LCn+1,. (4.50)
Since D = Z ∩JC, n is also continuous onZ ∩JC. So, the simplicity of n onZ together with the fact that
S0,	0 ∈ (Z ∩JC) ∩LCn, yield that
Z ∩JC ⊆LCn,. (4.51)
From Theorem 3.2, (4.32)– (4.34), (4.44)– (4.47), (4.50) and (4.51) we obtain (4.24) and (4.27).
Assume that c12 = 0, then = Dn , 	0 = , and
Z ∩JC = {D}. (4.52)
Fix a  ∈ (0, ). By Theorem 2.2 and (4.52),
{Sf (	),	; 0< 	< } ⊆ (Z\JC) ∩LCn+1,. (4.53)
Thus, the continuity of n+1 onZ\JC, the connectedness ofZ\JC and the simplicity of n+1 onZ imply that
{B±(, , ); 0< 2,  sin } ⊆LCn+1,. (4.54)
From Theorem 3.2, (4.32)– (4.34) and (4.54) we obtain (4.23) and (4.26). 
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In the following results about the shape ofLCn,, by a closed S2-cone (an open S2-cone, respectively) we mean a
ﬁnite cone in R4 whose generating curve is S2 and containing (not containing, respectively) its generating set, and by
a half-opened collapsed S2-torus the collapsed S2-torus with a smooth point and a simple open curve joining the point
to its only singular point taken off, where the collapsed S2-torus is the space obtained from S3 by gluing two distinct
points together (to form the only singular point of the space).
4.55. Theorem. Let n ∈ N0.
(i) If = Dn , thenLCn, is a simple smooth curve joining the Dirichlet BC D to the unique self-adjoint BC [C| − I ]
at which  is a double eigenvalue of (0.1).
(ii) If either n = 0 and < D0 , or n1 and Dn−1 < < Dn , thenLCn, is diffeomorphic to a closed S2-cone.
(iii) If n1 and = Dn−1, thenLCn, is diffeomorphic to a half-opened collapsed S2-torus.
(iv) If n = 1 and < D0 , or n2 and Dn−2 < < Dn−1, thenLCn, is diffeomorphic to an open S2-cone.
Proof. The proof of Part (i) is similar to that of Theorem 5.21 in [2], and Part (iii) follows from the above proof of
Theorem 4.22. The proof of Theorem 4.12 Part (iii) in [4] and the above proof of Theorem 4.22 directly imply Parts
(ii) and (iv). 
Finally, we present some examples and make a general comment.
4.56. Example. To explicitly describe the -level surface of n, we only need the matrix C =(b, ) and the position
of  relative to the spectrum for D. So, when this information is known, we can give an example for Theorem 2.2 or
3.2 or 4.22. The following are two classes of concrete examples.
The ﬁrst class consists of the SLEs (0.1) whose coefﬁcient functions p, q and w are piece-wise constant, and  ∈ Rn
is arbitrary. In this case, the transfer matrix (·, ) is known for each , and the spectrum for D is nothing but the set
of zeros of the explicit function 12(b, ) of .
The other class is formed by the SLEs (0.1) with q ≡ 0, and = 0 ∈ R0 ∩ R1. For this situation, 0< D0 ,
(t, 0) =
⎛
⎝1 ∫ ta dsp(s)
0 1
⎞
⎠ , (4.57)
and hence
C =
(1 c
0 1
)
where c =
∫ b
a
dt
p(t)
> 0. (4.58)
4.59. Remark. In general, even though it is not possible to ﬁnd the exact value ofC=(b, ) and the precise spectrum
for D, one can always estimate them for any given SLE. Hence, using Theorems 2.2, 3.2 and 4.22, one can always
approximate the -level curveLSn, inT, the -level surfaceLRn, in BR and the -level hypersurfaceLCn, in BC.
One only needs to be careful about the change in the structure ofLCn, when  is close to an eigenvalue for D.
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